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The Hellmann-Feynman Theorem (HFT) states that the to ta l force
on an atomic nucleus in a molecule is Just equal to the electrostatic force

originating from the electrons and the other nuclei. This theorem can be used

to calculate the total pressure in a solid. It is the purpose of this note to

show that for a finite crystal, the pressure is the contribution of tvo

separate terms , one internal due to the translational Invariance at the

interior of the crystal. The other term is a consequence of deformations in

the electronic density and the lattice constant at the surface.

Let us consider the total electrostatic energy U of a crystal. In

general,

U = U(R, p(r)) J

where j ! represents the collection of coordinates of the nuclei and r^ the
collection of electronic coordinates. f>(r) is the electronic density of the
system and is a periodic function of r in the bulk allowing for distortions
at the surface.

In accordance with HFT the to ta l pressure is given by

ABSTRACT

We show that the pressure in a solid can be expressed as a sum of

two contributions: a bulk pressure P l n t and a surface term FBUr-
 rnie

first Is a translationally invariant virial of the forces acting on each

atom and the second arises from deformations at the surface. This splitting

allovs a direct comparison of a term that may be computed accurately, Pint>

with a term that depends strongly on surface detail and Is therefore a test

on models of the su-rface.

where N is the total number of atoms in the crystal; a is the lattice

constant and »H/3a is the expectation value of the derivative of the

Hamiltonian with respect to the lattice constant. Further, a general change

in U w.r.t. equilibrium position of the ions R7 can "be written as:

(2a)

where
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Here < F ) is the expectation value of the force exerted on the

i-th nucleus by all the charges in the unit cell j . <. F "> represents the

force on Ion i-th due to the electronic charge in its own cell. This force
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is zero by symmetry inside the crystal. Observe that at equilibrium a l l terms

(2b) are zero ana <5U vanishes. We shall next derive an expression for the

pressure using equations (2).

For a finite crystal ve have that , in general, S $, ' / - \$.,? .

Since the first index refers to a nucleus and the second one to a complete unit

cs;ll,this statement says that Newton's third law i s violated if i or J

belong to the surface (s ) . The equality holds naturally if i ana j belong

to the bulk (B). Therefore, after straightforward index manipulations, equation

(£a) can he written as:

(3)

0
where ^ f / is already defined in equation (2b). In order to separate the

contribution due purely to distortions at the surface we shall write

where <C f, , > is the force due to on undistorted bulk cell and ^ f z1

ij
includes the effect of deformation and is only non-zero if either i or J

are at the surface. Using this replacement in equation (3), we can use the

lat ter in (l) to obtain

P= P.int

where

(5a

and

P > -A' (5b)
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We now vrite down the explicit form of the force ^ F -* , which is

due to attracting and repelling interactions. It is given by the following

expression:

(6)

where the prime indicates J / 1. With this, the internal pressure may be

written in the form '

(7)

ce/(

Contributions to the sum are significant only when the i-th cell is close to

the origin and this term may be computed accurately if the electronic charge

density p(r) is known.

As a simple i l lustrat ion, we have applied an adaptation of equation (7)

to the case of a 1-dimensional crystal with constant electronic density

p • I/a. As a surface deformation we assume that only a displacement of the

ion has taken place, leaving the electronic density undisturbed. This is a

poor model but i t allows to estimate the order of magnitude of the surface

deformation. In this case, Z = 1 and we obtain for the 1-dimensional

pressure Tt.'

TT = -0.386 e2/a2

The surface contribution i s :

(3)
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where k measures the displacement of the surface ion from its center

(in units of a). Since at equilibrium the total pressure must vanish,

this means that:

fi = If. . +• TT -
' i«(- tor — (9)

Therefore, substituting the values of it and n into equation (9).
int sup '

we obtain the following equation for k:

W

J do)

This equation is solved numerically for k = 0.53. This represents an

outward displacement of the surface ion which exactly cancels the inward

internal pressure.

In a more realistic model in 3 dimensions the deformations at the

surface include surface reconstruction, ion displacement and electronic

distortions through a few surface atomic planes. This makes the calculation

°? ^r-ur highly model dependent. We have been able to iEolate the main

contribution to P. and it comes from the interaction of the surface

dipoln i;ith the ions in the neighbourhood. A uniform dipole layer gives

no force and this contribution Is due to the non-uniformity of the surface

distortion. It becomes a volume terra due to the lattice vector factor in

(5b) which is of order If .

An effort is currently undergoing in order to express the surface

pressure Pg as a function of experimentally measurable quantities like,

for example, th« work function of a metal. In this way we could obtain a

reliable estimation of the surface pressure P . Finally, since
sup '

p
i n t ' " p

s l ] (equation (10)), we could independently obtain an estimate of
the value of the internal pressure P. and compare With previous

3) i n
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